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A prize-winning novelist recounts his earlier years during the chaotic 1960s with his grandmother
Grace, a social activist and church woman who hides deep pain about her secret past, friendships
and betrayals, and her mental health.

Reviews of the Grace: A Novel by Robert Ward
Quellik
I really enjoyed this book. It gives a glimpse of the civil rights movement. It is also a story of the
awkward adolescent finding himself by learning about his family history. I only wish it had been
longer.
Watikalate
I had read Ward's first book, "The Cactus Garden", a real page turner, and thought that this author
was a find. After finishing his second book, "Grace", I was happy to know that he's not a flash in the
pan. "Grace" is an evocative story that warmed me. I hope that Ward's third is even better.

Winenama
Mr. Ward's portrayal of his grandmother was extremely vivid. It brought back a whole flood of
emotions that I had not felt in many years. I, too, had a Grandmother that exuded the subtle power
of his. I feel that this book was a gem of which more people should be made aware. A very
interesting and compelling story.
Onath
Terrific book by one of the best writer's in America. Well worth reading, even if you don't normally
read 'coming of age' books.
nailer
The book "Grace -- a fictional memoir" is a pleasant suprise indeed. I am amazed at the way the
author captured the transfer and growth of Robert, and the way he evolved from his angst of
adolesence. The character portrayals were vivid and touching. All-in-all, a very good book.
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